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Abstract 

High-resolution transmission electron micrographs of {1101} interfacial twin dislo

cations in Ti thin films, previously published in this journal, are reexamined. Computer 

simulations of the experimental images were obtained using atomic models deduced by 

Pond, Bacon and Serra (Phil Mag Letts, 1995). Two twin dislocations were analysed, 

with step heights of 4 x d(Ki) and 2 x d(Ki), where d(Ki) is the spacing of the {1101} 

planes. Reasonable agreement with the predicted structures was obtained at about 

0.17nm resolution. 
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The atomic structure and energetics of major twin boundaries in hcp-metals have 

been investigated theoretically by atomic-scale computer simulations (Pond, Bacon, 

Serra and Sutton 1991; Serra and Bacon 1991; Serra, Pond and Bacon 1991). The 

microscopic interfacial structure of {1101} twins, which is one of the major twins in 

hcp-metals, is of current interest. 

Atomic models for several twin dislocation structures, as viewed along the [11120] 

axis of hexagonal metals, were published by Serra et al. Low energies were predicted 

for twin dislocations having step heights of 2x and 4x d(Ki); these twin dislocations 

are referred to as b2 and b4. Crystallographic details of the twin dislocation structures 

have been clarified in the recent letter by Pond et al (1995). The Burgers vectors 

proposed are 

h = 1/(6A2 + 3)[(5 - 2A2, -(2A 2 + 1),4(A2 - 1), 3(2A2 - 3)] (1) 

and 
&4 = (2A 2-3)/(2A 2 + l)[- l ,0, l ,2] (2) 

where A = (c/a)(2/3)*. 

HRTEM examination of the atomic-scale structure of a {1101} twin of hcp-Ti led 

Kasukabe, Yamada, Peng and Bursill (1993a) to the conclusion that the twin may 

contain a glide operation involving a double plane of atoms parallel to {1101}. It 

seemed from the experimental images that the structure may also change from glide 

to mirror twin for different areas. 

Structural models for the twin dislocations {1101} were given Dy Kasukabe, Ya

mada, Peng and Bursill (1993b) assuming a glide twin model, which agreed qualita

tively with the experimental images. 

Pond, Bacon and Serra (private communication, 1993/4 and Pond, Bacon and 

Serra, 1995) expressed concern that Kasukabe et al (1993b) preferred the glide twin 

model. They argued that theoretical calculations showed very clearly that the mirror 

twin had the lower energy, that the glide twin was unstable and t^at they had certainly 

considered all possible models, including the glide twin model proposed by Kasukabe et 

al (1993a). They suggested that the glide twin had very high energy and indeed relaxed 
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to the mirror twin when allowed to equilibrate in the computer simulation. There was 

also some criticism that Kasukabe et al (1993a) had misinterpreted the mirror twin 

model predicted by Serra, Pond and Bacon (1991), due to an error during reprojection 

of coordinates from [1120] to [1101]. 

The purpose of this letter is to present computer simulated images obtained using 

atomic coordinates supplied by Pond et al (1995). Comparison with the images of 

Kasukabe et al (1993b) shows that the b2 and b4 twin dislocation models do provide 

remarkably good agreement with experiment. 

Detailed descriptions of the preparation of the evaporated Ti films, as well as the 

HRTEM imaging conditions were presented in earlier papers (Yamada et al. 1990a,b; 

Kasukabe et al 1993a,b). 

Fig.la shows a high magnification image of a (1101) twin boundary in hcp-Ti crys

tallites containing (1101) twin interfacial steps. Note that this is the same as Fig.l of 

Kasukabe et al (1993b). This image was carefully selected to correspond to the opti

mum focus image condition, which defocus is known to be about -48 nm for our 400KeV 

instrument. Under this condition the black spots correspond with the projected-charge-

density, i.e. atomic positions of the structure, within the 0.17nm resolution limit of our 

high-resolution transmission electron microscope (see e.g. the image simulations for 

twin boundary models in Kasukabe et al (1993a). Note that the (1101) twin interface, 

indicated by an arrow at Tl, steps across to that indicated by an arrow at T2. Such 

a step of the twin interface is described as a twin dislocation ( see e.g. Christian and 

Crocker, 1980). The step height associated with this twin dislocation is 4 x d(K]), 

if we suppose that the height of a (1101) twin interfacial step, h, is denned in units 

of the lattice spacing d(Ki) of the {1101} planes. It should be noted that there is a 

terminating plane associated with this step. This may be seen by sighting along the 

lattice rows. Note that this termination appears in the half-twin on the top side of 

Fig.la. 

Also shown (Fig.lb) is a computer simulated image for Serra's b4 twin dislocation 

model, c.f. Fig.3a of Pond et al (1995); close inspection of the experimental and 
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simulated images reveals a remarkable degree of agreement; it can certainly be said that 

the atomic model predicted by Pond et al is in excellent semi-quantitative agreement 

with this HRTEM image at the resolution of 0.17nm. 

Fig.2a shows a high magnification image of a second (1011) twin interface, contain

ing a twin interfacial step; there are 15 (1011) planes between the two atomic planes 

indicated by the arrows K and L, while there are 14 planes between those indicated 

by arrows M and N. This result indicates that there must be a terminating plane as

sociated with this structure (see also the analysis of Fig.5 of Pond et al 1995). Details 

of this image are not as clear as for Fig.la, e.g. the terminating half-plane is not clear 

(sight along the arrows at M and N). Note that Fig.2a is identical with Fig.2 of Ka-

sukabe et al (1993b). Also shown (Fig.2b) is a computer simulation for Serra's b2 twin 

dislocation model. 

Although the image clarity for Fig.2a is not the same as for Fig.lb, close inspection 

will show that it most probably is an example of a b2 twin dislocation, as evident after 

a point by point comparison with the image simulation. Details of the core region are 

blurred somewhat for Fig.2a; this may be due to interference from a nearby inclined 

defect. Nevertheless, the b2 model does provide much better agreement than bl, b3 

or b4 models; as one may expect following the analysis of Pond et al (1995). Thus we 

tentatively identify Fig.2a as representing a b2 type twin dislocation. 

The above observations and analysis of {1101} twin boundaries with twin disloca

tions in evaporated Ti films have provided evidence that the core structures of twin 

dislocations with step heights 4 x d(Kj) and 2 x d(Ki) are reasonably well represented 

by the theoretical methods developed by Pond et al (1995). It may not be necessary to 

suggest that the b4 twin dislocation be decomposed into two {1101} twin dislocations 

with step heights of d(K t) and 3d(Ki), in contradiction to the proposal of Kasukabe 

et al (1993b). 

Note that although the agreement- between the theoretical predictions of Pond et al 

and the experimental and computer simulated images shown above is encouraging, it is 

necessary to investigate further the level of model sensitiveness available for HRTEM 

images obtained at 0.17nm resolution. It is also necessary to obtain further HRTEM 
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images for both [0111] and [1120] projections, so that a complete three-dimensional 

analysis may be obtained. It is also necessary that further HRTEM observations of 

twinning dislocations be directed at bulk deformed specimens of hcp-Ti or other hexag

onal metals, rather than thin films. Further detailed crystallographic study of {1101} 

twins, as well as other twin varieties referred to by Minonishi, Morozumi and Yoshi-

naga (1985) and Serra et al (1991) should be possible if appropriate specimens are 

forthcoming. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 

(a) A high magnification image of a Vcp-Ti crystallite containing a (1101) twin dislo

cation, viewed along [0111]. 

(b) Computer simulated image for Sena's b4 twin dislocation model. 

Figure 2 

(a) A high magnification image of a hcp-Ti crystallite containing a (1101) twin dislo

cation for the [0111] projection. 

(b) Computer simulated image for Serra's b2 twin dislocation model. 
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